ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards Application
The ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards Program recognizes chapters that
display considerable initiative during the academic year. Chapters who apply must
be in a good standing which includes having an active status, a complete chapter
officer list and at least 10 chapter members on the Chapter Administrative
Interface. There are five categories student chapters may choose from:
Outstanding Chapter Activities, Outstanding Chapter Website, Outstanding
Recruitment Program, Outstanding Community Service, or Outstanding School
Service. Please submit separate applications for every category your
chapter is applying for. Hand-written submissions will not be accepted.
Application must be submitted to local_activities@acm.org by March 23, 2018. In
the subject line please state your chapter name and the category for which you
would like your chapter to be considered.
The last section of this application will require an essay. Please review the
guidelines below for the category you are applying to.
Outstanding Chapter Activities
For ACM student chapters that sponsor a series of exceptional activities throughout
the year or have focused their efforts on a single major activity. Tell us about your
chapter's most successful activities. Be sure to describe each activity, including how
many people participated, how it was funded, and what made it a success. If you
have web pages for these activities, include the URLs.
Outstanding Chapter Website
For ACM student chapters that maintain an outstanding chapter website. Tell us
about the design and content of your website and any noteworthy features. Also tell
us how you created it and what you do to keep it up to date. Don't forget to provide
the URL so the judges can check it out.
Outstanding Recruitment Program
For ACM student chapters that have done an excellent job of recruiting chapter
members. Tell us about your recruiting program. How do you let students at your
school know about your chapter and how do you get them interested in joining?
What factors are most critical to your success? How many members does your
chapter have?
Outstanding Community Service
For ACM student chapters that have made significant contributions to their
communities through one major service project or a series of smaller projects. Tell

us about each project, who it served, and how many people participated. Why was
your chapter interested in these particular projects? If you have web pages for
these projects, include the URLs.
Outstanding School Service
For ACM student chapters that have made significant contributions to their own
schools through one major service project or a series of smaller projects. Tell us
about projects that help your fellow students, your department, or your school in
general. Tell us about each project, how many people participated, and how it
helped your school. If you have web pages for these projects, include the URLs.
(Note, if you have worked on projects to help other schools, for example
neighboring high schools, apply for the Community Service award rather than the
School Service award.)

ACM Student Chapter Excellence Awards Application
Chapter Group ID: 47223
Name of Chapter: University of Cincinnati
Chapter Address: Dr. Franco - ACM@UC, Rhodes 806B, 2851 Woodside Dr. Cincinnati, OH 45221-0030
URL for your Chapter homepage: https://acmatuc.org
Category you are applying for: Outstanding Chapter Website
Chapter Officers
Chair Name: Kurt Lewis
Email: lewis2ku@mail.uc.edu
Vice Chair:

Dominic Farolino

Email: farolidm@mail.uc.edu
Treasurer:

Zach Collins

Email: collinzy@mail.uc.edu
Faculty Sponsor:

Dr. John Franco

Email: franco@ucmail.uc.edu
Secretary (if applicable): Noah Bass
Email: bassnh@mail.uc.edu
Membership Chair (if applicable):
Email: eckharme@mail.uc.edu
Web Master (if applicable): Isiah Lloyd
Email: lloydij@mail.uc.edu

Madeline Eckhart

Please provide a brief description of your chapter and school including number of
chapter members (1500 character maximum):
The University of Cincinnati chapter of ACM holds biweekly meetings covering topics both
technical and professional, from Docker to technical interviewing. Our chapter also organizes
the University of Cincinnati's student hackathon with over 300 attendees, RevolutionUC
(https://revolutionuc.com). Many of our biweekly meetings are uploaded to YouTube
(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC817R8XmXS0Y9k--f0YFQOg), and our slides are
always uploaded to our archive after meetings (https://github.com/acmatuc/archive). Our ACM
chapter also holds academic services, including regular tutoring sessions during the school
year. Finally, we maintain an active Slack channel to build a community around technical
news, homework help, and project coordination. The ACM chapter at the University of
Cincinnati has 60 members that have met membership requirements for the 2017-2018
academic year, with 121 unique student check-ins to our meetings this year.

Number of students at your school who take computer science and related courses,
and typical majors of your chapter members (1000 character maximum):
The University of Cincinnati offers majors in Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering, and
Computer Science. The enrollment for these three majors at the University of Cincinnati is
1300, with around 425 of those students being enrolled in the computer science program.
Typical members of our chapter are computer science, computer engineering, and information
technology students.

An essay on the category for which your chapter would like to be considered (4000
character maximum - approximately 500 words):
Our chapter website, which can be found at https://acmatuc.org, is home to information about
the organization, member bios, and our code of conduct. On the home page, we have
instructions for joining our chapter, getting involved, and attending our office hours’ tutoring
sessions. Our website also holds our code of conduct that enhances the University of
Cincinnati's code of conduct, adding specific rules that apply to a technology community. Our
guidelines ensure that the environment at chapter meetings and online is accepting to all
backgrounds and experience levels. It is a detailed document, including instructions for reporting
violations and a well-defined scope. We also left instructions for giving feedback and licensing of
the rules.
We include an updated meeting calendar, which contains information on our meetings, office
hours, and special events. We also run meeting check-in through an embedded form on our
website at acmatuc.org/c, which allows us to avoid having a line of people checking in at the
beginning of meetings.
The most interesting portion of our website is our member directory at
https://acmatuc.org/members/. This feature serves not only as a resource for chapter members,
but as a learning experience—the only way to be added is to submit a pull request via GitHub!
We've extensively documented the process that a member would use to add themselves on the
repository page, including instructions that assume zero familiarity with both git and GitHub
(https://github.com/ACMatUC/acmatuc.github.io/tree/master/_data). To actually add yourself to
the website, you must only fill in fields in a .yaml file—allowing members to focus on the basics
of git without worrying about HTML elements or styling. Furthermore, we intend to hold yearly
meetings where we introduce new members of the chapter to git by leading them through a
workshop to add themselves to our website. The recorded 2017 workshop is included at the end
of the README file on GitHub.
Our chapter website is entirely open source, including public revision history on Github
(https://github.com/acmatuc/acmatuc.github.io). The website is designed to be simple; with a
single menu bar down the left and content on the right. Maintaining the website is the
responsibility of our web master, but the open source nature of our website allows anyone to
submit improvements and new content. The website has been designed to be easy to modify
using .yaml files to optimize editing of content over the editing of styling and to ensure a
consistent appearance across the site without prohibitive effort.

